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Comprehension Skill Teaching Resources
Reasoning and Rhetoric – Reasoning

For students 
reading at a  
6th grade 
 level or  
higher

To support instruction, this set of resources will help your 
students develop the essential comprehension skill Reasoning. 
Reasoning is the process of thinking in a logical way, and then 
forming an opinion or making a decision based on facts. When 
readers reason, they take the information in a text and add it 
to what they already know to answer a question or figure out a 
solution.
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Reasoning and Rhetoric
Reasoning

Lesson 1

I N T E R M E D I AT E

Writers often use arguments to offer reasons and support for their opinions. The most successful 
arguments use rhetoric, which is the ability to use language in a highly effective way. Rhetoric 
is especially helpful when writers want to persuade readers. For example, a writer may want to 
convince a reader to change an opinion. Or, a writer may want to defend his or her position against an 
opposing argument. Both of these tasks would need to use effective rhetoric to be successful. 

Rhetoric is made up of three main parts: logos, ethos, and pathos. These words come from the 
ancient Greek language. Logos (LO-gos) comes from an old word that means “reason” or “speech.” 
Ethos (E-thos) comes from an old word that means “character” or “habit.” Pathos (PAY-thos) comes 
from an old word that means “suffering” or “sorrow.” An effective argument usually uses these three 
parts together to make a strong case. Let’s look at logos.

WHAT IS LOGOS?                                  HOW DOES LOGOS WORK?

Logos is the use of logic  
and reason in an argument.

Writers use elements of logos, such as facts,  
research, and evidence, to persuade others.

Writers use logos to make reasonable connections between facts. An argument or claim that is 
reasonable is one that has been researched and makes sense. It uses an orderly way of thinking to 
arrive at a conclusion.

Here is an example of a claim that uses logos: Joe is a human. All 
humans breathe air. It is therefore reasonable  to say that Joe breathes 
air. 

Be careful, though, of claims that offer false reasoning. Here is an 
example of a claim that does not use logos: Joe drank water at a 
friend’s house. Then Joe got sick. Therefore, the water at the friend’s 
house made Joe sick.

This claim sounds reasonable, but it may not be true. An illness can 
occur for a variety of reasons. Joe may have caught a cold from someone days earlier, or he may 
have eaten something the day before that made him ill. Without any other information, it can’t be 
proven that it was the water that made Joe sick.

 ► Read this excerpt.

In the late 1800s, a disease called Texas Fever was killing off U.S. cattle at an alarming rate. 
No one could explain why healthy northern cows, when shipped to the South, soon sickened 
and died, while the southern cows remained healthy. A scientist named Theobald Smith thought 
Texas fever might be caused by ticks, the tiny insects that lived on cattle. Other scientists 
laughed at this. However, Smith performed an experiment. In one fenced field, he placed several 
northern cows and some tick-carrying southern cows. In another field, he put northern cows 
with tick-free southern cows. In a third, he placed only northern cows, but he covered the grass 
with ticks. Sure enough, the only northern cows that did not die of Texas fever were those 
that had been penned with the tick-free cows. From this, Smith reasoned that the ticks were 
causing Texas fever. Smith later showed that the southern cows did not die from the disease 
because they had had mild attacks of it as calves and grew up immune to it. 

Smith performed experiments, gathered data, and put together a set of facts. He used logic and 
reasoning -- in other words, he used logos -- to create effectively persuasive rhetoric and prove his 
claim that ticks caused Texas fever.

Here’s a way to  

remember logos:  

“Logos” looks like the 

word “logic,” which means 

“the use of reason.”
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I N T E R M E D I AT E

 ► Read these paragraphs and answer the questions that follow.

The U.S. government’s Centers for Disease Control (CDC) are like detective agencies 
that track down the causes of diseases in an effort to prevent them from spreading. One 
case involved an outbreak of illness in Sioux City, Iowa. An officer of the CDC found, by 
means of questioning, that all 250 patients had eaten at the same restaurant. Further 
questioning showed that all had eaten the same kind of sliced meat. The CDC was thus 
able to prove that an infected meat slicer was the cause.

1. What claim did the CDC make about the outbreak of illness in Sioux City, Iowa?

A. The patients caused the outbreak when they arrived at the hospital. 

B. An infected meat slicer used at a restaurant caused the outbreak.

C. Detective agencies have no authority to investigate outbreaks of illness.

D. The outbreak occurred when an officer did not follow directions correctly.

2. Based on your answer to Question 1, which of the following best shows the CDC’s use of logos to 

support and prove this claim?

A. The hospital staff showed the CDC the health records of all the patients.

B. An officer of the CDC questioned people to find out where and what they ate.

C. Detective agencies had stopped working with the CDC long before the outbreak.

D. The CDC required that all officers be retrained to follow directions correctly.

White rats are fairly intelligent and trainable. For example, one white rat learned to get 
food that was placed on a shelf above its head. The rat would climb up a pile of blocks to 
the top of a toy tower. From there it would jump to a shelf across from the one on which 
the food was placed and pull a string that was tied to a small swing. When the swing was 
near enough, the rat would get on it and ride over to the food shelf and have lunch. One 
day the rat’s owner put a small ladder in the cage that would make it possible to climb 
straight up to the food shelf. The smart rat immediately used this way of getting to its 
food. 

3. Which of the following best shows the use of logos to support the author’s claim that white rats 

are intelligent and trainable?

A. the author’s explanation of the rat’s friendly nature  

B. the author’s background as a veterinarian

C. the author’s use of personification and symbolism 

D. the author’s description of a specific experiment
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 ► Read these paragraphs and answer the questions that follow.

You may think eating insects is a very strange thing to do. You may even feel a little sick 
thinking about eating them. Believe it or not, eating insects is good for you. Insects contain 
a substance called protein, which is found in many foods, including meat. People need to 
eat protein to stay healthy and strong. Insects have a large amount of protein and almost 
no fat (which can be bad for you), so a meal made from insects is much healthier than a 
meal made from meat. Also, scientists say it is better for the environment to eat insects 
than meat. The animals that provide people with meat all need large amounts of feed, 
which includes grass and other crops. It takes a huge area of land to grow enough crops to 
feed all these animals. In some places, forests are cut down so more crops can grow, which 
means forest animals lose their home. Eating insects instead of meat means that the land 
that would have been used for feed crops could be used for something else instead, or left 
in its natural state.

4. The author of the paragraph above wants to convince you to consider insects as a food source. 

Which two answer choices show the most persuasive form of rhetoric from the text?

A. Insects have a large amount of protein and almost no fat (which can be bad for you), so a 

meal made from insects is much healthier than a meal made from meat.

B. It takes a huge area of land to grow enough crops to feed all these animals.

C. Eating insects instead of meat means that the land that would have been used for feed 

crops could be used for something else instead, or left in its natural state.

D. You may think eating insects is a very strange thing to do. You may even feel a little sick 

thinking about eating them.

E. People need to eat protein to stay healthy and strong.

5. Think about what you have read in this lesson. Three answer choices show examples of false 

reasoning. Which answer choice shows logical reasoning?

A. Every time I wear my favorite hat, my baseball team wins. Therefore, I know my hat brings 

good luck to my team.

B. There are no raccoons living in my neighborhood because I have never seen a raccoon in 

my neighborhood.

C. The bus comes at 7:30 every morning and it takes me five minutes to walk to the bus stop. 

If I leave the house by 7:20, I will be on time for the bus.

D. I know this cereal is healthy because it says “A healthy way to start your day!” on the front 

of the box.
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I N T E R M E D I AT E

Writers often use arguments to offer reasons and support for their opinions. The most successful 
arguments use rhetoric, which is the ability to use language in a highly effective way. Rhetoric 
is especially helpful when writers want to persuade readers. For example, a writer may want 
to convince a reader to change an opinion. Or, a writer may want to defend his or her position 
against an opposing argument. Both of these tasks would need to use effective rhetoric to be 
successful. 

Rhetoric is made up of three main parts: logos, ethos, and pathos. These words come from 
the ancient Greek language. Logos (LO-gos) comes from an old word that means “reason” or 
“speech.” Ethos (E-thos) comes from an old word that means “character” or “habit.” Pathos (PAY-
thos) comes from an old word that means “suffering” or “sorrow.” An effective argument usually 
uses these three parts together to make a strong case. Let’s look at ethos.

WHAT IS ETHOS?                                       HOW DOES ETHOS WORK?

Ethos is the appeal to ethics (the system of 
values in a society) in an argument. 

Writers use elements of ethos, such as authority 
and trustworthiness, to persuade others.

Ethos is the honesty and trustworthiness of the author, as well as the reliability of the sources 
that the author uses. For example, an author who presents all sides of an argument equally and 
fairly is more trustworthy than an author who uses false claims or has no proof. A source of 
information that is honest and respected -- such as a law, medical journal, or a research website 
-- has solid, proven information. But a source of information that is questionable or one-sided 
-- such as an unresearched website, a gossip column, or the friend of a cousin’s neighbor who 
read about it on a social media feed -- has little to no factual 
information.

Here are some examples of valid arguments and strong statements 
that use ethos effectively. Notice how the reasoning and support 
relate directly to the claim being made.

• Dan has been a doctor for more than 20 years. He has the 
knowledge and expertise to tell you which course of treatment 
will give you the best results.

• My grandfather opened this bakery in 1974, and my father 
expanded it to include other locations. As a third-generation 
baker, I can guarantee that we use only the freshest and 
highest-quality ingredients in our goods, and our service is outstanding.

• Jen has worked as a crime scene investigator for many years and has published papers in 
research journals. She is the most qualified witness to testify in court.

Here are some examples of false arguments and weak statements that use ethos ineffectively. 
Notice how the reasoning and support have little or nothing to do with the claim being made.

• Kenny’s had many businesses over the years. He went bankrupt a few times and has never 
worked in government, but he’s popular, and rich! He’d make a terrific governor.

• I don’t need to call an electrician. A friend of mine who works in a movie theater showed me 
how to wrap a live wire in tape. That will be fine.

• Lori was really mean to me the last time I talked to her. You just can’t believe anything she 
says.

Here’s a way to 

remember ethos: 

“Ethos” looks like the 

word “ethics,” which 

means “a system of 

moral pirinciples.”
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 ► Read these statements. Circle the numbers of the statements that show effective use of ethos.

1. Aidan’s commitment to the community and his decades of experience in public service make him 

an excellent choice for mayor.

2. If you need help fixing the broken window, call Maya. She worked as a carpenter for years before 

she opened her own construction company.

3. Dan said he had trouble with the math homework. I thought it was easy, so I don’t know why he 

didn’t understand it.

4. Four out of five dentists recommend Smile Bright toothpaste.

5. Why would anyone vote for Lucas to head the college’s homecoming committee? He’s too young 

to lead a committee.

6. Matt has studied sea turtles for years and works at the marine rescue center. He would be an 

interesting person to interview for your biology project.

7. I’m going to ask Zoe for advice on how to grow roses. I’ve seen her working in her garden, and her 

rose plants are always full of flowers. 

8. Riley said she read something on a blog about shampoo causing brain damage, so she’s decided 

to clean her hair using coconut oil instead. 

9. Alex said he was going to ask the new kid, Pete, if he wanted to work on the history project 

together. I can’t believe Alex would just drop me and all of his other friends like that.

10. Luis read an article published by the American Heart Association that helped him understand the 

risks associated with poor heart health.

 ► Read these paragraphs and answer the questions that follow.

EZ Sleep cold medicine has everything you need to stop a cold, get rest, and help you 
feel better fast. It comes in two soothing flavors: honey lemon and wild cherry. It’s the 
official cold medicine of the National Tree Climbers Association.

11. Does the paragraph above use ethos effectively? Why or why not? Explain your answer.

Professor Randall has been nominated to serve as Chairman of the History Department. 
He has served as the department’s Assistant Chairman for the past five years and has 
excellent working relationships with the other professors. Plus, his research in the history of 
politics has been published in several academic journals worldwide.

12. Does the paragraph above use ethos effectively? Why or why not? Explain your answer.
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I N T E R M E D I AT E

Writers often use arguments to offer reasons and support for their opinions. The most successful 

arguments use rhetoric, which is the ability to use language in a highly effective way. Rhetoric 

is especially helpful when writers want to persuade readers. For example, a writer may want 

to convince a reader to change an opinion. Or, a writer may want to defend his or her position 

against an opposing argument. Both of these tasks would need to use effective rhetoric to be 

successful.

Rhetoric is made up of three main parts: logos, ethos, and pathos. These words come from 

the ancient Greek language. Logos (LO-gos) comes from an old word that means “reason” or 

“speech.” Ethos (E-thos) comes from an old word that means “character” or “habit.” Pathos (PAY-

thos) comes from an old word that means “suffering” or “sorrow.” An effective argument usually 

uses these three parts together to make a strong case. Let’s look at pathos.

WHAT IS PATHOS?                                       HOW DOES PATHOS WORK?

Pathos is the appeal to the emotions of 
the reader or audience in an argument.

Writers use elements of pathos, such as personal stories, 
individual experiences, and feelings, to persuade others.

Writers use pathos when they want readers to feel a certain way. 

Suppose a writer argues that the speed limit on a certain road 

should be lowered because too many people speed when they 

drive. The writer might use personal accounts of people who have 

been in speeding accidents to make readers feel angry, scared, 

or sad, and persuade them to agree. Or, suppose a writer argues 

that an empty lot in town be made into a park for people with 

special needs. The writer might use personal accounts of families 

with special needs children who enjoy such parks to make readers 

feel happy, joyous, or thankful, and persuade them to agree. An 

argument that connects to human emotions, whether positive or 

negative, uses pathos. 

Pathos is also called “emotional appeal” and is commonly used in 

commercials and advertising. Suppose a shoe company is selling a new style of running shoe. 

The company wants to give the idea that the running shoes not only help people run faster but 

also make people feel more confident. A commercial for the shoes might show something like 

this: a man wears some other brand of running shoes. He runs slowly and loses a race. Then he 

puts on a pair of the company’s new running shoes. He wins his next race easily and throws his 

arms up in the air in accomplishment and triumph. A commercial like this uses the emotional 

appeal of personal victory to get people to feel good about the running shoes (and hopefully 

buy them). 

Here’s a way to 

remember pathos: 

“Pathos” is the root of 

the words “sympathy” 

(the power to share 

feelings with others) 

and “empathy,” (the 

power to understand 

feelings in others).
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Here are some ways pathos may be used in an argument, a commercial, or an ad.

EMOTION EXAMPLE OF THIS EMOTION IN AN ARGUMENT

encouragement Emma’s journey in life has been difficult, but look at the wonderful success 

she’s had. You can have this success in your life, too!

sadness When tragedy strikes, everyone suffers. Let’s make sure this tragedy doesn’t 

happen again.

excitement Waterland is the area’s biggest water park! New rides open every day! Don’t 

miss out - buy your tickets now!

fear The town needs to install more public lights in that part of town. Once the sun 

goes down, it’s impossible to see who else is out in the pitch-dark streets.

comfort When it’s cold and snowy outside, nothing warms you better than a big cup of 

Freddy’s Famous Hot Cocoa. 

embarrassment FAB sneakers are the hottest new fashion trend! Don’t be the only person not 

wearing FAB sneakers!

patriotism I stand here, under the flag of our great nation, to assure you that I will work 

hard to ensure prosperity for all people. 

pity For only a dollar a day -- the price of a cup of coffee -- you can help feed a 

child in need.

sympathy It’s hard when a loved one is sick. That’s why the professionals at Main Street 

Medical Center make sure all patients get exactly the care they need.

disgust Are you fed up with thin, loose socks that never fit? You need Super Socks! 

Super Socks are super thick, super soft, and fit perfectly every time!

adventure Add more adventure to your life! Visit Sky-High Indoor Skydiving Center and 

experience the thrill of flying through the air!  

weakness Don’t waste your money on flimsy trash bags that break. Toughies Trash Bags 

can carry ten times the amount of regular trash bags without breaking.

Reasoning and Rhetoric
Reasoning

Lesson 3

I N T E R M E D I AT E
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 ► Read the following statements and answer the questions that follow.

A natural disaster can happen anywhere, at any time, and can destroy entire 
communities. It is our duty to help others recover what they have lost and help them 
rebuild their lives.

1. Does the excerpt above use pathos?  (circle one) yes no

2. If yes, describe the emotion and how it is used to persuade the reader.

Dozens of technology companies have experienced an increase in the prices of their 
stocks during this past year.

3. Does the excerpt above use pathos?  (circle one)  yes no

4. If yes, describe the emotion and how it is used to persuade the reader.

Recent medical studies suggest that a person’s genes may play a role in the food 
allergies a person may develop in his or her lifetime.

5. Does the excerpt above use pathos?  (circle one) yes no

6. If yes, describe the emotion and how it is used to persuade the reader.

One of the top regrets most people have is not living their lives to the fullest. Don’t let 
this happen to you. 

7. Does the excerpt above use pathos?                (circle one) yes no

8. If yes, describe the emotion and how it is used to persuade the reader.

8B
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 ► Read the following statements and answer the questions that follow.

Our team of experts can design and install a top-of-the-line security system especially 
for you. Feel safe in your own home!

9. Does the excerpt above use pathos?  (circle one) yes no

10. If yes, describe the emotion and how it is used to persuade the reader.

People in ancient Egypt held many animals in high regard, often assigning them human 
characteristics and associating them with gods and goddesses.

11. Does the excerpt above use pathos?  (circle one)  yes no

12. If yes, describe the emotion and how it is used to persuade the reader.

Insects known as “walking sticks” are so named for their long, stick-shaped bodies and 
their resemblance to woody plants.

13. Does the excerpt above use pathos?  (circle one) yes no

14. If yes, describe the emotion and how it is used to persuade the reader.

Thomas Edison once said, “I have not failed. I’ve just found 10,000 ways that won’t 
work.” 

15. Does the excerpt above use pathos?                (circle one) yes no

16. If yes, describe the emotion and how it is used to persuade the reader.
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 ► Read these paragraphs and answer the questions that follow. 

This excerpt is taken from a debate about whether or not to keep the U.S. penny in use.

Many people see the penny as a cultural and historical symbol. That is because the 
penny shows the image of Abraham Lincoln. Many Americans say he is their favorite 
U.S. president. In 2009, a new Lincoln cent was issued on February 12, which is Lincoln’s 
birthday. The head side still has Lincoln’s image, but the tail side can have one of four new 
designs showing stages in the beloved president’s life. These pennies marked the 200th 
anniversary of Lincoln’s birth and the 100th anniversary of the Lincoln penny. In 2010, a 
Lincoln penny with the design of the Union Shield on the tail side was issued. It highlighted 
the president’s success in preserving the United States after the Civil War. Many people 
treasure these pennies as reminders of the importance of Lincoln’s presidency.

17. Is the argument in this paragraph for or against keeping the penny in use?

18. What is the pathos used in this paragraph, and how does it support the argument?

This excerpt is taken from a speech given by President George W. Bush in September 2008, on 

the seventh anniversary of the 9/11 attacks.

In my first inaugural address, I challenged all Americans to be “responsible citizens, 
building communities of service and a nation of character.” Eight months later, Americans 
were tested by the worst attack on our nation. In the midst of chaos and sorrow, 
Americans responded with courage and grace. In the weeks and months after the attacks, 
inspiring acts continued to unfold all across the country.... A lot of folks stepped forward 
to volunteer to protect our fellow citizens. Millions of Americans really wanted to help our 
country recover. And so to tap into that spirit, I call on every American to spend at least 
4,000 hours -- or two years in the course of a lifetime -- to serve our nation through acts 
of compassion.

19. What is the argument that President Bush makes in this speech?

20. What is the pathos used in this speech, and how does it support President Bush’s argument?
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Writing Prompts for Anchor 8: Reasoning and Rhetoric 

8B Reasoning 
 

Prompts for Both Fiction and Non-Fiction 
Basic Tell how two (more more) facts from a selection led you to answer a question 

about the selection. 

Basic If there are parts of a selection that you did not understand, explain what the the 
author could have done to make the selection easier to understand. 

Basic Write three "why" questions about a selection and provide evidence from the text 
on how those questions should be answered. 

Basic Explain how you used information you already knew to figure out a selection's 
main idea. 

Basic What makes people or characters do the things they do? Use details from a 
selection you have read, as well as your reasoning skills, to support your answer. 

Intermediate How would you apply what you learned in a selection to your own life? 

Intermediate Describe a scene from a selection. Explain how you put together clues from that 
scene to figure out how and why something happened. 

Intermediate Describe a situation from your own life that is similar to something you have read 
in a selection. 

Intermediate Should people focus their efforts on developing just one talent, or should people 
have talents in many areas? Use details from a selection you have read, as well as 
your reasoning skills and personal experiences, to write your answer. 

Intermediate What motivates people? Use details from a selection you have read, as well as your 
reasoning skills, to support your answer. 

 
Prompts for Fiction Only 
 

Basic Should fictional stories show the world as it really is, or as it should be? Use details 
from a selection you have read, as well as your reasoning skills and personal 
experiences, to write your answer. 

Intermediate Should fictional stories show the world as it really is, or as it should be? Use details 
from a selection you have read, as well as your reasoning skills and personal 
experiences, to write your answer. 
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Intermediate Think about a fictional character who does not change in any way over the course 
of a text. Explain what the purpose of such a character might be. Use details from a 
selection you have read, as well as your reasoning skills, to support your answer. 

 
Prompts for Non-Fiction Only 
 

Intermediate Write a few paragraphs about a time you suddenly had to change your plans. Give 
clues about why, without directly giving the reason. Allow readers to use reasoning 
skills to figure out why you changed your plans. 

Intermediate Do people learn by studying the past? Use details from a selection you have read, 
as well as your reasoning skills, to support your answer. 
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